
what's

1: 1048 or even 1: 512 would be a positive diagnosis.

Note: most labs will say that anything more than 1:64 is suspicious, but Dr
Sam wants to see 1:512 to be certain of an active infection.

Dr Sam is less worried about IGM and IGG ratios and more interested in
absolute numbers.
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CRP will often be very high.

Biochemistry to screen for liver issues, and liver
function testing if there are any indications of
liver issues.

Serology for Toxoplasma, Cryptococcus,
Neospora

MENINGITIS/
ENCEPHALITIS
Chasing a Diagnosis

THE WORK UP IN-HOUSE: BLOODS

INTERPRETING SEROLOGY:

Note: A new PCR panel
is available that checks
for DNA of infectious
organisms.

PRO TIP
Both serology and PCR should ideally be run on CSF
rather than blood, as the presense of antibodies or DNA
of the infectious organism will indicate that whatever
you are looking for has made it's way into the CSF.
(Caveat - if you get lots of blood on your CSF tap then
this no longer holds true.) 

Having said that, running serology on blood could still
be worth it, because a strong positive for antibodies
would give you the diagnosis. 

INTERPRETING PCR:
Dr Sam doesn't run it on blood - reserved for CSF.

On CSF: We don't want to see any infectious DNA
on CSF, BUT

If everything fits with MUO (ie signalment,
clinical signs and MRI) but you get a positive
PCR, ask the lab to re-run it, because false
positives are possible.



If the organism is buried deep within the nervous system it may not be
exposed to the CSF, so we may fail to pick up DNA.

Conversely, just because you see DNA of an organism doesn't mean that the
organism is alive and causing infection.

Neither serology nor PCR are 100% bulletproof. False positives and false
negatives are possible:

NOTE

PRO TIP
In an ideal world we'd run both serology and PCR on CSF if
money was not an issue. 

ADVANCED DIAGNOSTICS
IMAGING

Not uncommon to miss some of these
lesions with CT.

MRI will show you what the lesions are and
can help differentiate between GME and
necrotising lesions.

MRI is both the most
expensive and the best.

CSF TAP
Note: CSF tap can be a very dangerous procedure if we have increased intracranial
pressure: can cause fatal trans-foraminal herniation (ie the brain following the change
in pressure gradient and trying to leave the skull!)

Dr Sam prefers to do imaging first to look for signs of increased intracranial pressure
before doing a CSF tap. 

The patient is very dull mentally.

Pappiladema (swelling of the optic nerve) on
opthalmic examination.

Clinical signs that could indicate increased intracranial
pressure and make you more cautious about doing a
CSF tap if you don't have access to imaging:

NOTE
Clinical presentation is not a

reliable indicator of

increased pressure - MRI

first is ideal. 

Still worth doing a CSF tap if you have the skill as
long as we discuss the risk of the CSF tap.

If you don't have access to referral for imaging:

PRO TIP
To do reliable cytology on CSF we want the sample to get
to the lab within 12 hours. If you are far away from a lab
and this won't be possible we need to be able to do an in-
house cell count and cytology.

NOTE
PCR is very stable, so we
can still send CSF away
for PCR even if we aren't
close to the lab. 
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LET US HEAR
YOUR FEEDBACK

IF A FULL DIAGNOSTIC WORKUP ISN'T POSSIBLE:
Start on anti-inflammatory doses of prednisolone plus
clindamycin.

If we see improvement - discuss the risks of
immunosuppression if we have an undiagnosed
infectious cause ('you've scared them as much as you
can with the consequences of immunosuppression in an
animal that hasn't had a complete diagnosis') then
increase to immunosuppressive doses of prednisolone.

Note: If it is MUO and we don't treat it it can be rapidly
fatal.
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